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 Ensuring fairness in the utilization of government-funded public facilities, 

such as co-working spaces, sports fields, and meeting rooms, is imperative to 

accommodate all citizens. However, meeting these requirements poses a 
significant challenge due to the high costs associated with maintaining 

digital infrastructure, employee wages, and cybersecurity expenses. 

Fortunately, Blockchain smart contracts present an economical and secure 

solution for managing digital infrastructure. They offer a pay-per-transaction 
schema, immutable transaction records, and role-based data updates. Despite 

these advantages, public blockchains raise concerns about data privacy since 

records are publicly readable. To address this issue, this study proposes a 

privacy-preserving mechanism for public facilities' reservation systems. The 
approach involves encrypting the reservation table with fully-homomorphic 

encryption (FHE). By employing FHE with binary masking and polynomial 

evaluation, the reservation table can be updated without decrypting the data. 

Consequently, citizens can discreetly book facilities without revealing their 
identities and eliminating the risk of overlapping schedules. The proposed 

system allows anyone to verify reservations without disclosing requested 

data and table contents. Moreover, the system operates autonomously 

without the need for human administration, ensuring enhanced user privacy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Public facilities funded by taxes should prioritize fairness and transparency in their management. In 

many developing countries, upholding these values faces obstacles due to prevalent corrupt behavior and the 

substantial cost associated with maintaining information technology (IT) infrastructure. A conventional IT-

based solution typically involves three key cost centers: the IT infrastructure itself, employee wages, and 

cybersecurity expenses. This significant financial burden has impeded the widespread adoption of IT-based 

solutions in these regions. 

With its rapid growth and strong community support, blockchain technology now provides cost-

effective and secure solutions for managing public facilities. Various techniques, such as proof-of-stake [1], 

[2], sharing [3], and second-layer roll-up [4], [5], have significantly reduced the pay-per-transaction cost, 

making it hundreds or even thousands of times cheaper than the initial generation of blockchain (proof-of-

work). In terms of security, blockchain outperforms typical server/cloud-based technology. Key advantages 

include distributed data replication, immutable transaction records, transparent ledger, and non-reputability 
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[6]–[8]. Consequently, a blockchain system does not necessitate additional security measures. Its distributed 

data storage makes it impervious to distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks, ensuring a system 

availability of 100%. Attempting to bring down all participating nodes is nearly impossible. Moreover, 

altering transaction records is highly unlikely, as an attacker would need to compromise at least 50%+1 of the 

blockchain nodes. This robust security framework establishes blockchain as a reliable and resilient solution 

for managing public facilities. 

The primary concern associated with public blockchains revolves around safeguarding data privacy. 

Numerous approaches have been suggested to address this issue, including the integration of zero-knowledge 

proof (ZKP) [9]–[12], multi-party computation [13]–[15], secret sharing [16], or fully homomorphic 

encryption [10], [11], [17]–[19]. In study [9], a zero-knowledge proof is employed for a ride-hailing 

application utilizing zoning for pick-up and drop-off areas, showcasing a practical application of ZKP. 

Additionally, Wang et al. [13] introduces multi-party computation to enhance user privacy in energy storage 

distribution. Concise overviews of blockchain-utilizing multi-party computation can be found in [14] and 

[15]. Despite the privacy-preserving capabilities of these methods, they exhibit less flexibility in preserving 

user privacy compared to fully homomorphic encryption (FHE). FHE facilitates addition and multiplication 

over encrypted data, making it versatile across various research fields. Its application extends to blockchain-

related scenarios such as housing rental [10], parking recommendations [11], and encrypted machine learning 

models [18], [19]. Furthermore, FHE plays a crucial role in securing data privacy in image watermarking 

computations and enabling transparent image licensing over blockchain networks [20], [21]. 

This study presents a reservation system structured around a reservation table schema strengthened 

with leveled fully homomorphic encryption [22] for ensuring data privacy. The preference for the reservation 

table model stems from two key reasons. Firstly, it is user-friendly and easily manageable by individuals. 

Secondly, it facilitates encrypted computation using FHE for reservation updates and conflict testing. The 

utilization of FHE is advantageous as it enables public observation of the reservation process alongside its 

privacy protection benefits. The proposed approach involves employing a binary masking technique and 

polynomial evaluation to prevent conflicting updates on the encrypted reservation system. Given that smart 

contracts lack support for FHE, FHE computation is run by the facility's IoT devices without requiring 

human intervention.  

The objectives of the proposed methods encompass two primary goals. Firstly, it allows users to 

book and verify their requests without divulging their identity or preferred facility and reservation time. 

Secondly, it facilitates public verifiability of the reservation process by referencing encrypted data stored in 

the public ledger. This study pioneers the concept of a confidential and auditable reservation table schema 

using a public blockchain and FHE. Previous approaches have primarily relied on consortium blockchains to 

uphold user privacy [23]–[34]. While effective in preserving privacy, these methods often lack transparency 

in the reservation process. In contrast, public blockchain methods either fail to adequately protect user 

privacy [35]–[38] or neglect to implement a verifiable reservation table schema [10], [11], [39]–[41]. The key 

contributions of our work are outlined below: i) Proposed a confidential and verifiable reservation table 

schema utilizing smart contracts on public blockchains, ii) Introduced a method for checking reservation 

conflicts that operates on encrypted reservation tables without necessitating data decryption, and  

iii) Developed an autonomous reservation model devoid of human verification, employing a blockchain 

smart contract and an IoT device to mitigate insider attacks that could compromise user data. 

The paper is structured by first examining the limitations of FHE computation and integrating its 

implications into the design of smart contracts and the preservation model in section 2. Following that, the 

effectiveness of the binary masking method in resolving overlapping reservations is assessed, and the 

implementation results are discussed in section 3. In conclusion, section 4 summarizes the key findings of the 

study. 

 

 

2. PROPOSED METHOD 

In this study, the discussion on privacy preservation is limited to the protection of users' identity and 

reservation preferences. User identity encompasses citizenship information containing sensitive personal 

data, while reservation preferences include requested facilities and reserved times. These preference data are 

connected to users' daily routines, such as work schedules, sports activities, and other engagements. Any 

leakage of this information could pose a threat to user safety, potentially enabling malicious parties to stalk or 

harm users at specific moments. This section elaborates on the use of FHE to protect the aforementioned 

data, particularly when transactions are recorded in public blockchains. Initially, the constraints associated 

with FHE computation are outlined. Next, the section discusses its implications on smart contract design and 

the preservation model aimed at securing user identity and preferences. 
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2.1.  FHE limitations and countermeasures 

The proposed method employs FHE to safeguard user data privacy by encrypting the data within 

blockchain transactions. Accordingly, the protection of data privacy needs to be structured considering the 

limitations of FHE. Two notable drawbacks of FHE include its restricted computational capacity and the 

substantial size of encrypted data. 
 

2.1.1. Limited computation ability 

Fully homomorphic encryption (FHE) facilitates computation over encrypted data, providing results 

similar to those obtained through computation on plain data. If 𝐸𝐴 and 𝐸𝐵  represent the encrypted values of 𝐴 

and 𝐵 (1), (2), the properties of fully homomorphic encryption can be defined as follows. 

− The decryption results of the addition 𝐸𝐴 and 𝐸𝐵 with key s is approximately equal to the addition of 𝐴 

and 𝐵 since the computation noise of encrypted addition is relatively small (3). 
 

𝐸𝐴  =  𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐴) = 𝐶𝐴 = 𝐶𝐴0, 𝐶𝐴1  (1) 

 

𝐸𝐵  =  𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐵) = 𝐶𝐵 = 𝐶𝐵0, 𝐶𝐵1  (2) 

 

𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐸𝐴 + 𝐸𝐵) = 𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑑, 0 +  𝐶𝑎𝑑𝑑, 1 ∙  𝑠 

= ( 𝐶𝐴0  + 𝐶𝐵0 ) + ( 𝐶𝐴1  + 𝐶𝐵1 )  ∙  𝑠 

= ( 𝐶𝐴0  + 𝐶𝐴1 ∙ 𝑠 ) + ( 𝐶𝐵0  + 𝐶𝐵1 ∙ 𝑠)  

= 𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐸𝐴  ∙ 𝑠) +  𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐸𝐵  ∙ 𝑠) ≈ 𝐴 + 𝐵 (3) 

 

− The decryption results of multiplication 𝐸𝐴 and 𝐸𝐵 is approximately equal to the multiplication of 𝐴 and 𝐵 

if the computation noise remains below the specified limit budget. The decryption of two encrypted 

multiplication results can be regarded as the evaluation of the secret key s on a two-degree polynomial 

(4).  
 

𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐸𝐴 𝑥 𝐸𝐵) = ( 𝐶𝐴0  + 𝐶𝐴1 ∙ 𝑠 ) 𝑥 ( 𝐶𝐵0  + 𝐶𝐵1 ∙ 𝑠)     

=  𝐶𝐴0 𝐶𝐵0 + 𝐶𝐴0 𝐶𝐵1𝑠 + 𝐶𝐵0 𝐶𝐴1𝑠 + 𝐶𝐴1 𝐶𝐵1𝑠2   

=  𝐶𝐴0 𝐶𝐵0 + ( 𝐶𝐴0 𝐶𝐵1 + 𝐶𝐵0 𝐶𝐴1) 𝑠 + 𝐶𝐴1 𝐶𝐵1𝑠2     

= 𝑑0 + 𝑑1𝑠 + 𝑑2𝑠2  ≈ 𝐴 + 𝐵  (4) 
 

− The outcomes of encrypted multiplication will exhibit exponential growth with each successive 

multiplication. Consequently, once the computation noise (e) surpasses the predetermined budget limit, 

decrypting the encrypted data accurately becomes unattainable (5). 
 

𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 =  {
𝑒 < 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑏𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡, 𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐸𝐴 𝑥 𝐸𝐵) ≅ 𝐴 𝑥 𝐵 

𝑒 ≥ 𝑙𝑖𝑚𝑖𝑡 𝑏𝑢𝑑𝑔𝑒𝑡, 𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐸𝐴 𝑥 𝐸𝐵) ≠ 𝐴 𝑥 𝐵 
 (5) 

 

Leveled FHE [22] imposes restrictions on the consecutive computations applicable to encrypted 

data. With each calculation, the noise level tends to increase. While raising the polynomial modulus of FHE 

could expand the limit budget, this option is less favorable due to its associated increase in computation time 

and memory space. To tackle this constraint, the chosen approach involves setting the reservation timetable 

on a daily basis. This strategy limits consecutive computations on the encrypted data to only include the data 

encrypted for the corresponding date. 
 

2.1.2. The huge size of encrypted data 

Given the limited transaction size of blockchain, storing encrypted data directly into the blockchain 

ledger becomes impractical due to the high cost of gas and the constraint of the block limit. As an alternative, 

the encrypted reservation data is stored in the interplanetary file system (IPFS) [42]. IPFS, a distributed 

protocol, ensures data integrity using the distributed hash table (DHT). By pinning the IPFS hash in cloud 

storage, anyone can retrieve the data using the corresponding hash value. The 46-digit length of the IPFS 

hash is suitable for blockchain transactions, costing only 46 bytes of data writing. 
 

2.2.  Smart contract design 

The Ethereum-based smart contract lacks native support for fully-homomorphic encryption 

computation. Nonetheless, ongoing efforts are being made to integrate FHE into the smart contract [43]. In 

this study, FHE computation is executed on the end-user and facility's IoT devices. The end-user device may 

be a smartphone or a desktop computer. Simultaneously, the facility device can take the form of an IoT 
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device or a small form factor PC connected to the blockchain ledger through a third-party gateway service 

(such as Infura, QuickNodes, and GetBlocks).  

Figure 1 depicts the sequence diagram of the system. The smart contract records bidirectional 

transactions to ensure transparency. These transactions encompass two types: request transactions, sent by 

the user, and reply to transactions, sent by the end device of the facility. 

The structure of the smart contract is presented in Table 1. Each smart contract corresponds to a 

single facility. Users can initiate a reservation by sending a transaction to the smart contract. The contract 

retains static information crucial for reservation purposes, such as 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚, denoting the facility identity number, 

and the corresponding reservation date. Additionally, 𝐹𝑃𝐾 stores the facility's public key for FHE 

computation. Meanwhile, the reservation table (𝑅𝑇𝑇) serves as the dynamic variable, storing daily reservation 

records with FHE encryption. The 𝑅𝑠𝑣 stores the reservation data and its requested, approved, or rejected 

status. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Sequence diagram of reservation model using smart contract of public blockchain 

 

 

Table 1. Smart contract structure: data states, structures, and functions 
Name Type Description 

𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚 uint256 Facility parameter 

𝐹𝑃𝐾 string Facility's public key 

𝑅𝑇𝑇 map(int: String) Reservation table (indexed with Facility ID and the date: FIDYYYYMMDD) 

𝑅𝑠𝑣 struct Storing reservation data, indexed by a counter 

reqCtr map(int: Rsv) Mapped array to index reservation request 

request_reservation function Send reservation request (by user) 

reply_reservation function Send reservation reply (by device) 

 

 

2.3.  User identity preservation 

Our proposed method aims to decouple user identity from the blockchain address to enhance privacy 

protection. Although the address does not directly link to the user identity, potential vulnerabilities exist 

through side-channel analysis. A side-channel attack could leverage transfer history to infer the ownership or 

wealth of a particular account. To counter this, our method employs FHE-based identity protection, termed 

virtual identity (𝑉𝐼𝐷). Instead of referencing a specific address, our approach relies on 𝑉𝐼𝐷 as the user 

identifier. The user can send a transaction using any shared address and insert the 𝑉𝐼𝐷 into the transaction 

parameters. 

The 𝑉𝐼𝐷  is an encrypted array comprising a citizen ID (𝐶𝐼𝐷) and a random value (𝑅𝑛𝑑) (5). The 

virtual identity 𝑉𝐼𝐷  is secure as it undergoes encryption using the end device's public key. Consequently, only 

the end device possesses knowledge of the actual identity of the sender 𝐶𝐼𝐷 (8).  

A standard transaction initiated by the user comprises a tuple of four data: virtual identity (𝑉𝐼𝐷), 

facility parameter (𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚), reservation request (𝑅𝑅), and computation proof (𝐶𝑃) (9). The 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚 is not 

encrypted since it indexes the timetable data (𝑅𝑇𝑇) in the smart contract (6). This schema ensures the non-

disclosure of user identity, as the virtual identifier 𝑉𝐼𝐷 was employed instead of the blockchain address. Since 

𝑉𝐼𝐷 is a one-time-use ID, inter-correlation analysis is rendered ineffective for tracing user information. In 

contrast, the reservation request (𝑅𝑅) contains fine-grain information regarding the reservation timetable 

(hours or minutes); thus, encryption is mandatory (7).  
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The computation proof (𝐶𝑃) stores the anticipated computation result for updating the reservations 

table and is computed by the requester. Since it contains the expected result as computation proof, it must 

undergo encryption and remain verifiable. In the absence of a reservation conflict, the new reservation table 

must adopt this proof (𝐶𝑃) as its new reservation table value (𝑅𝑇𝑇). Consequently, this approach prevents a 

compromised facility device from maliciously or incorrectly updating the reservation table without 

referencing the reservation request. The proposed method restricts the authority of the facility device solely 

to checking for reservation conflicts and approving/rejecting the reservation table, without being involved in 

computing the reservation table update. The detailed mechanism for securing reservation requests and 

generating computation proof is outlined in subsection 2.3. 

The transaction reply encompasses four parameters: a request_ID denoting the reservation index, 

𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚 indicating the timetable and sub-facility, an approval variable signifying the conflict status, and 𝑈𝑇𝑇 

representing the reply to data. In the event of a reservation conflict, the approval parameter is set to false. 

Consequently, the contract refrains from updating the reservation table. Conversely, if no conflict arises, the 

approval value is true, prompting the contract to update the reservation timetable value (𝑅𝑇𝑇) by overwriting 

it with the stored computation proof (𝐶𝑃) provided by the requester. Ultimately, irrespective of the conflict 

value, the user receives an encrypted copy of the reservation table (𝑅𝑇𝑇) value using the user's public key 

(𝑈𝑃𝐾) as 𝑈𝑇𝑇. 

 

𝑉𝐼𝐷 = 𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡([𝐶𝐼𝐷, 𝑅𝑛𝑑]) (5) 

 

𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚 = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑒( 𝐹𝐼𝐷 + 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒) (6) 

 

𝑅𝑅 = 𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡([𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛_𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡]) (7) 

 

𝐶𝐼𝐷 = 𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐼𝑃𝐹𝑆(𝑉𝐼𝐷)) (8) 

 

𝑇𝑟𝑒𝑞 = [𝐼𝑃𝐹𝑆(𝑉𝐼𝐷), 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚 , 𝐼𝑃𝐹𝑆(𝑅𝑅), 𝐼𝑃𝐹𝑆(𝐶𝑃)] (9)  

 

𝑇𝑟𝑝𝑙 = [𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑒𝑠𝑡_𝐼𝐷, 𝐹𝑝𝑟𝑚 , 𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑙, 𝐼𝑃𝐹𝑆(𝑈𝑇𝑇)] (10) 

 

The proposed method encounters a limitation wherein citizens must have registered and recorded in 

the system beforehand. It is essential to note that, for the purposes of this study, user registrations were 

excluded as a limitation. However, it is worth mentioning that the registration process can be easily 

implemented through two-factor authentication (TFA) via email or instant messaging. 

 

2.4.  User preferences preservation 

User preferences entail the specific time slot and room/field of a facility the user aims to book. It is 

imperative that the system safeguards this information in a secretive yet traceable manner, where only the 

user possesses the information. Simultaneously, anyone should be able to verify that the reservation process 

has been executed accurately. Preserving user preferences involves both data preservation and process 

preservation. 

 

2.4.1. Data preservation 

Utilizing a facility reservation table, the computation is executed using a serialized vector format for 

efficiency in Figure 2. Recognizing the limited noise accumulation of level FHE, the risk of noise overflow 

was mitigated by restricting the number of allowed computations. By partitioning the reservation table on a 

daily basis, data updates are exclusively applied to the corresponding date rather than aggregated time series 

data. Consequently, the frequency of repetitive computations over a specific encrypted vector decrease, 

thereby reducing noise growth. 

Data preservation serves two primary objectives: informing the user of the conflicting status and 

updating the reservation table stored in the facility's smart contract. For conflict notification, the vector data 

(𝑉𝑅) is encrypted using the user's public key (𝑈𝑃𝐾) as 𝐸𝑈𝑉𝑅 (11). To facilitate updating, the vector data (𝑉𝑅) 

must be encrypted using the facility's public key (𝐹𝑃𝐾) as 𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑅  (12). Consequently, the data remains secure, 

as it can only be decrypted by the respective public key owner. 

 

𝐸𝑈𝑉𝑅  =  𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝑉𝑅 , 𝑈𝑃𝐾)  (11) 

 

𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑅  =  𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝑉𝑅, 𝐹𝑃𝐾)  (12) 
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Figure 2. An example of reservation table representation in vector data format (𝑉𝑅) 

 

 

2.4.2. Process preservation 

While FHE offers an advantage in secret computation verifiability, it is constrained to addition and 

multiplication operations. However, the reservation process necessitates conditional evaluation. To address 

this, polynomial evaluation was employed as a form of binary masking. This binary masking normalizes 

computation results into a binary format, representing the facility's occupancy status (value=0) or availability 

status (value=1). Careful selection of a suitable polynomial equation is crucial to aligning with the 

reservation procedure. 

The polynomial equation for the reservation update can be deduced from the computation table of 

the reservation table in Table 2. No alterations are made to the reservation table if no reservation has been 

placed. In cases where a reservation is made for a previously reserved timeslot, the reservation is disregarded, 

and no modifications are implemented. If the intended schedule is available (1), the reservation must update 

the reservation table and alter its status to occupied (0). The polynomial function (𝑓𝑈) that complies to this 

rule is 𝑦 = 0.5𝑥2 + 0.5𝑥 as shown in Figure 3. 

Detecting conflicting schedules can be accomplished using a distinct polynomial equation. The 

normalization table, illustrated in Table 2, facilitates the identification of conflicting schedules without the 

need for decrypting the data. The objective is to designate conflicting occurrences as 1 and non-conflicting as 

0. The suitable polynomial for this normalization is 𝑓𝐶(𝑥) = 0.5𝑥2 − 0.5𝑥 as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Table 2. Computation table for updating the reservation table and checking the conflicting schedule 
Availability Reservation (yes/no) Reservation result 

(x = A - R) 

Polynomial evaluation, 

𝑓𝑈(𝑥) (Updated availability) 

Polynomial evaluation, 

𝑓𝐶(𝑥) (Conflicting result) 

1 0 1 1 0 

1 1 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 -1 0 1 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Polynomial functions for binary masking for reservation update (𝑓𝑈) and conflict checking (𝑓𝐶), 

𝑓𝑈(𝑥) = 0.5𝑥2 + 0.5𝑥 and 𝑓𝐶(𝑥) = 0.5𝑥2– 0.5 𝑥 
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Expressed in mathematical notation, the reservation process can be represented as vector 

subtraction. The computation initiates by subtracting the encrypted reservation vector sent by the user (𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑈) 

from the encrypted reservation timetable vector of the reserved facility (𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑇𝑇) (13). The proof of the 

reservation table update is then documented in the smart contract as the proof of computation (𝐸𝐹𝐶𝑃) (9). 

The computation yields negative numbers if the intended time slot has been reserved in Table 2. In 

such instances, the updating polynomial (𝑓𝑈) will standardize the subtraction result into a binary format using 

(14)-(16). Subsequently, the facility device assesses conflicting schedules through the conflicting polynomial 

evaluator (𝑓𝑐) (17) in Table 2. If the end device detects no conflicting result (𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 0) (18), the new value 

(𝐸𝐹𝐶𝑃) will be considered as the new reservation table (𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑇𝑇); otherwise, the table remains unaltered (19). 

Finally, the user is notified of the encrypted final reservation table using their public key (𝑈𝑃𝐾) (20). 

 

𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑅𝑠𝑣 = 𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑇𝑇 − 𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑈  (13) 

 

𝑓𝑈(𝑥) = 0.5𝑥2 + 0.5x  (14) 

 

𝐸𝐹𝐶𝑃 = 𝑓𝑈(𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑅𝑠𝑣)  (15) 

 

𝐸𝐹𝐶𝑃 = 0.5 (𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑅𝑠𝑣)2 + 0.5 (𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑅𝑠𝑣)  (16) 

 

𝐸𝐹𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 0.5 (𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑅𝑠𝑣)2 − 0.5 (𝐸𝐹𝑉𝑅𝑠𝑣)  (17) 

 

𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = ∑ (𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐷𝑒𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝐸𝐹𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒))𝑁
𝑖=0   (18) 

 

𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑇𝑇 = {
𝐸𝐹𝑅𝑇𝑇| 𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 > 0

𝐸𝐹𝐶𝑃| 𝐶𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 = 0
  (19) 

 

𝐸𝑈𝑅𝑇𝑇 = 𝐹𝐻𝐸𝐸𝑛𝑐𝑟𝑦𝑝𝑡(𝑅𝑇𝑇 , 𝑈𝑃𝐾)  (20) 

 

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1.   Implementation results 

The privacy preservation method was implemented using the binary masking technique to validate 

reservation table updates. Equations (14)-(16) are utilized to confirm the correctness of the computation for a 

reservations table update. The implementation codes are available in [44]. 

Table 3 displays the test results of reservation updates and conflicting reservations. The initial case 

involves consecutive reservations for a specific facility room (room A). The first reservation (transaction-1) 

secures the first and second timeslots, while the subsequent reservation (transaction-2) attempts to book the 

third and fourth timeslots. As both reservations present no conflict, the reservation table is successfully 

updated with the respective proof stored in IPFS networks. This proof includes an encrypted reservation table 

that can be verified by anyone through computation (13)-(16). In the subsequent reservation (transaction-3), 

another user endeavors to book time slots 1, 3, and 5, overlapping with previous requests. In this case, the 

reservation table remains unaltered, and the current one is encrypted and transmitted to the user via IPFS 

networks for their consideration. 

The second case involves a reservation request for the next day. Given that the reservation table is 

stored daily, the reservation (transaction-4) does not conflict with previous transactions. Both reservations for 

room A and room B successfully updated the reservations table. However, the final reservation transaction 

(transaction-5) overlaps with the preceding one (transaction-4). Consequently, instead of updating the new 

reservation table, it dispatches the encrypted reservation table to the user via IPFS networks. All IPFS hashes 

in Table 3 are accessible by accessing IPFS networks through a web browser with the URL format: 

https://ipfs.io/ipfs/{hash_value}. For instance, the final reservation table of day 1 can be retrieved using 

https://ipfs.io/ipfs/QmRTHWLQREDimhU4jGyac2c86uPrKXWHyr85VRxQa3DjZF. 

The assessment of blockchain transaction costs is conducted using Polygon networks. The 

evaluation involves implementing the system as illustrated in Figure 1, with transaction parameters  

specified in (9), (10). The smart contract transaction can be accessed at study [44] and is deployed at 

0x267EC91106e1C89886279EBc4140b4d59ec43B09 on the Polygon mainnet. The results underscore the 

economic benefits of blockchain smart contracts. The one-time deployment fee amounts to approximately 

2500 IDR. Meanwhile, regular transactions, including request, reply, and add user, incur costs of less than 

400 IDR. 
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Table 3. Testing table for FHE-encrypted reservation model using binary format and binary masking 
Reservation Data Room A Room B Room C Room D Status 

Transaction-1, 

Room A, Day 1 

Prev. table 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

Booking 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Post. Table 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Updated 

𝐶𝑃 (IPFS) QmPLNK4D4hnXyyJKnAouYSfRzNXVKu7Fd6JVFxjFpqvun8 New table 

Transaction-2, 

Room A, Day 1 

Prev. table 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

Booking 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Post. Table 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Updated 

𝐶𝑃 (IPFS) QmRTHWLQREDimhU4jGyac2c86uPrKXWHyr85VRxQa3DjZF New table 

Transaction-3, 

Room A, Day 1 

Prev. table 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

Booking 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Post. Table 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Conflict 

𝑈𝑇𝑇 (IPFS) QmQTRAY6t9gcfpsT4xZ8owQssqQ8UcAEuWRbB4A88ubh9D Inform user 

Transaction-4, 

Room A & B, Day 2 

Prev. table 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

Booking 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Post. Table 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Updated 

CP (IPFS) QmbneA11oUGz1KeXzbXwwVuZQegRgejRL6W33C16Rt2YsH New table 

Transaction-5, 

Room B, Day 2 

Prev. table 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

Booking 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

Post. Table 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 Conflict 

𝑈𝑇𝑇 (IPFS) QmT3XH8ePYyN6XjxP52itxDWgwD46ZvN7eA8qCkQvXiPS5 Inform user 

 

 

3.2.  Security evaluation 

Employing an encrypted reservation table for public facility reservations guarantees public 

monitoring of the reservation process. The primary threats to the online reservation system include 

reservation fairness, sniping attacks, and occupancy transparency. These issues can be effectively addressed 

by integrating an FHE-encrypted reservation table with blockchain technology.  

Securing encrypted reservations through blockchain and IPFS ensures system fairness. In contrast to 

a centralized reservation system where administrators have comprehensive control and information access, 

blockchain networks rely on HEX-format addresses, preserving user privacy. The reservation system is not 

under the control of a specific party but rather an automated contract deployed on a blockchain network. The 

likelihood of discreetly rejecting a specific group or ethnicity from reserving the facility is nearly eliminated. 

As a result, anyone can submit reservation requests to the deployed contract on a fair basis. 

However, the use of public blockchain introduces a new vulnerability known as sniping. A sniping 

attack aims to obstruct a specific party from securing their desired facility or time slots. In the Blockchain 

context, if two transactions vie for the same facility and time slot, the miner will execute the first transaction 

they pick up. Since all transactions are stored in the mempool before a new block creation and are accessible 

to anyone, it becomes possible for a particular group to consistently outbid others' requests by submitting 

transaction requests with higher gas fees. Given that miners typically prioritize transactions with higher gas 

fees, they can thwart other requests by consistently submitting similar ones with higher gas fees. The 

conventional solution to this problem involves integrating the payment system into reservation requests. 

However, this approach proves ineffective in real-world scenarios where economic imbalances persist. In 

such cases, a wealthier party can persistently disrupt the reservation process for less affluent individuals by 

submitting duplicate transactions with higher gas fees. 

Our proposed method employs FHE encryption on the reservation request, significantly reducing the 

susceptibility to sniping attacks. The reservation request data is encrypted using the facility's public key, 

ensuring that only the facility's end-device can decrypt and identify the reserved facility. As the reply 

transaction corresponds to the request transaction, they cannot be recorded in the same block. Consequently, 

adversaries have minimal opportunity to execute sniping attacks. The only potential way for the attack to 

succeed is to blindly guess the reservation, a task that proves challenging. 

The proposed FHE-encrypted reservation table ensures reservation transparency, as anyone can trace 

and verify the computation update of the encrypted reservation table. The requester receives information 

about the latest reservation table, regardless of the reservation status. In the event of a conflicting reservation, 

the user and anyone else can recomputed the reservation update to determine if it produces the same result 

(13)-(16). If the computation does not match, it suggests a compromise in the facility's end-device, triggering 

an investigation request for device auditing. By recording the encrypted reservation table on public 

blockchains, anyone can confirm the correctness of the computation while the requester can verify the 

occupancy status of public facilities. 

 

3.3.  Contribution and future directions 

Most existing works in blockchain-based reservation systems have drawbacks in data privacy or 

reservation process transparency as shown in Table 4. Solutions using consortium blockchain excel in 
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preserving user privacy but lack public observability since they utilize permission-based ledgers [23]–[34]. 

Conversely, works employing public blockchain offer public monitoring features at the expense of user 

privacy [35]–[38]. According to the literature study, five works satisfy both data privacy protection and 

public observability [10], [11], [39]–[41]. However, only three of them support verifiable reservation or 

rental updates [10]–[12]. Nevertheless, these works do not incorporate a reservation table schema. The 

study in [39] is the only one that employs a table-like reservation schema called an exchange pool, but it 

does not feature provable reservation updates. Our study is the first to guarantee four aspects 

simultaneously: a reservation table schema, privacy protection, public observability, and provable 

reservation updates. 

 

 

Table 4. Comparison of Blockchain-based reservation system 

Methods Year 

Reservation mechanism Privacy protection Transparency 

Agreement 

Only 

Secure transaction 

(ST) 

Reservation 

table 

User Reservation 

data 

Public 

monitoring 

Provable 

reservation 

[28], [32] 2019  ✓  ✓ ✓   

[24]–[27] 2020  ✓  ✓ ✓   

[38] 2020 ✓     ✓  

[39] 2020  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  

[10], [11] 2021  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

[35], [37] 2021 ✓     ✓  

[36] 2021 ✓ ✓    ✓  

[40] 2021  ✓  ✓  ✓  

[23], [29], 

[30] 

2022  ✓  ✓ ✓   

[34] 2022 ✓     ✓  

[41] 2022  ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

[31] 2023  ✓  ✓ ✓   

[33] 2024  ✓  ✓ ✓   

Proposed 2024  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 

 

 

The four aspects are crucial for maintaining the reservation system's integrity. They safeguard user 

privacy while enabling public monitoring of the reservation process. Moreover, they empower users to verify 

the system's integrity through encrypted computation and manage reservations using a reservation table. The 

proposed method will have a significant impact on various reservation systems that prioritize system 

traceability and accountability, such as smart parking, housing, car rental, and insurance.  

The study has a limitation due to the lack of direct integration of FHE computation with the smart 

contract. Encouraging further development to integrate FHE as native smart contract features, as 

demonstrated in [43], would ease the adoption of FHE computation. Considering the use of ZKP [10]–[12] 

could be a more effective alternative for preserving user identity. 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

This study involves the implementation and evaluation of a secret and verifiable reservation table 

schema for reserving public facilities via Blockchain networks. It ensures users can generate non-conflicting 

reservations while allowing them to verify the correctness of the reservation process. The reservation 

approval is automated using an IoT device, eliminating the potential for insider attacks by operators. Through 

the use of the FHE-encrypted reservation table schema, our proposed method simultaneously ensures privacy 

protection, public observability, and provable reservation updates. Additionally, it incurs minimal transaction 

costs, which are negligible compared to the actual reservation fee. The proposed reservation system holds 

high potential for diverse applications such as smart parking, housing, car rental, and insurance. 
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